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VITRIFRIGO C115iAX
OCX2 STAINLESS STEEL
FRIDGE-FREEZER WITH
ACCUMULATION PLATE 

        

   

Product price:  

991,80 € tax excluded  
  

Product description:  

VITRIFRIGO C115iAX OCX2 STAINLESS STEEL FRIDGE-FREEZER WITH ACCUMULATION
PLATE 

VITRIFRIGO C115iAX OCX2: A concentrate of style and technology for your boat.

Design and innovation meet in the VITRIFRIGO C115iAX OCX2 stainless steel fridge-freezer,
part of the completely renewed OCX2 series.

Modern lines and elegant finishes characterise this VITRIFRIGO C115iAX OCX2 model, with
square satin stainless steel door and top with polished details.

The VITRIFRIGO C115iAX OCX2 functionality has been further enhanced:

Dual door position: Choose between door inside or door outside installation with a single
VITRIFRIGO C115iAX OCX2 fixing profile.
Steelock System: Top closure for a tight and secure seal.
Vent Position Function: Prevents mould and unpleasant odours when the refrigerator is not in
use.
Self Venting Frame: Optimises perimeter ventilation for superior efficiency.
Cold-storage plate: Allows the refrigerator to be used even when the motor is switched off
(models with code ending in "AX").

Versatility and reliability VITRIFRIGO C115iAX OCX2:

Total capacity: 115 litres, ideal for storing food and drinks for a journey of several days.
Freezer capacity: 17.1 litres, perfect for frozen products.
Power supply: 12/24Vdc, compatible with most boat electrical systems.
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Nominal consumption: 45 W, low power consumption for efficient operation.
Compact dimensions: 588 mm wide, 780 mm high and 564 mm deep.
Reversible door: For greater flexibility in installation.

Looking for a cockpit refrigerator with different technical characteristics? Here you can find the full
range VITRIFRIGO or other specialized brands.

The images and technical data are not binding and may be subject to revisions by the
manufacturer.

  

Product features:  

Input power (W): 12/24Vdc (also available 12/24Vdc - 100-240Vac 50/60Hz)
Length (mm): 564
Width (mm): 588
Height (mm): 793
Dry weight (Kg): 32
Power consumption (W): 45
Product type: Compressor refrigerator
Colour: Stainless steel
Freezer (L): 17.1
Total capacity liters: 115
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